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1. Project Introduction
The application is submitted on behalf of Cornwall Council for the
development of creative modular container units at Liskeard Cattle Market
Liskeard Cattle Market is a priority regeneration site for Cornwall Council
and its partners. High quality community consultation has resulted in a
vision to regenerate the site with key themes including boosting the
local economy via provision of new workspaces for start-ups and small
businesses , and creating a range of facilities and spaces which enable local
residents and visitors to benefit from a range of cultural and community
activities.
A wider site master plan is currently being developed, for which this
application forms part of the overall site.
The scope of this project is to provide temporary workspace accommodation
totalling approximately 110sqm of workshop, with supporting facilities
including exhibition space/equipment and advice hub. The purpose of
the temporary workspace is to provide a start-up/incubation solution that
will provide the facilities for new and aspiring individuals and businesses
who may then progress into the new proposed ERDF funded permanent
Worksheds on the Cattle Market site.
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2. Location
Site Location

The application site forms part of the wider Liskeard Cattle
Market site.
The Liskeard Cattle Market site is located within the
environs of Liskeard Town Centre, a market town in the
South East of Cornwall.
Access is direct from Fairway Road to the north and the
majority of the site comprises a Council run short stay car
park.
A phased transformation of the site has begun following
the granting of planning approval for a Work Shed scheme
and open market canopy towards the south east corner
of the site. This scheme was granted approval under
PA20/02028 in 2020.

Site Description
The siting of the proposed Makers Project is towards the
southern boundary of the Cattle Market site, located on
the footprint of the former auction house which runs on a
north/south axis.
The siting of the building was chosen as it closely relates
to the aforementioned Work Sheds development, reusing
the existing building slab and allows the remainder of the
site development as part of the wider master plan.
The area denoted in red on the adjacent Google Earth
extract shows its location within the wider context. This
area of the site slopes from north to south, with a stone
wall to the southern boundary.
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3. Site Photographs
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Site Views
1

Existing views from the north west of the site showing
existing building in place (now demolished)

2

View of existing building north gable end

3

View from north east showing commencement of
demolition

3
4

4

View of western elevation of existing building - note
sloping nature of building

5

View from north looking south at existing buildings

6

View of existing buildings scheduled for demolition

5

6
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4. Constraints

Constraints
Drainage
The nearest foul drainage connections are
located to the north west on Varley Lane, to the
north at the end of Fairpark Road and beyond
the southern boundary of the site.
Fresh water supply connections also exist on
Varley Lane and Fairpark Road.
Critical Drainage Area
The site is noted to be within a Critical Drainage
Area and as such, disposal of surface water
should be considered to sustainable methods
in the context of the wider site.
Archaeology
It is proposed as part of the works that the slab
of the existing building is utilised to minimise
cost and excavations and therefore no remains
of archaeological importance are likely to be
disturbed as part of these works.
Utility Connections
Electrical power supplies are available with the
site to provide new connections. Broadband and
WiFi connections will also be made available to
all incoming users.

Incoming fresh water supply map - Closest connections are available to
the north-west boundary of the site.

Foul drainage map - Closest connections are available to the north-west
boundary and southern boundary.
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Further Constraints and Opportunities

1

Conservation Area and Listed Buildings

The Cornwall Council Interactive Mapping indicates that the site is within the Liskeard
Conservation Area. No Conservation Area Appraisal is available for the area, but the site
forms a rich part of Liskeard’s Market Town history and identity.
The closure of the Cattle Market has been a loss to the economy of the area, however,
the planned redevelopment and master plan for the wider site seeks to address this by
stimulating new economic activity.
In addition to the Conservation Area status, the site is in proximity to a number of Grade
II Listed buildings which are to the north-east along Dean Street and Windsor Place
forming part of the historic town centre core.
The cattle market site sits to the rear of those listed buildings. The Work Shed proposals
which sit closer to the listed buildings address the relationship and proximity to the
historic fabric.
The Makers Project continues this narrative of new development with an agricultural
feel through form, scale and materiality, to provide a temporary work space unit
development which draws on the narrative already established.
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5. Opportunities

6. Site Access

Opportunities

Site Access

The Makers Project will provide a much needed service
to the town and wider community.

Access to the site is via Fairway Way Road to the north,
which provides the principle access to the existing car
parking areas.

The planning application seeks a 10 year temporary
approval as the brief for the project is to provide small
work units, with low overheads to enable small craft and
production enterprises to take advantage of dedicated
workspaces in a secure community and become part
of a wider collective contributing to the vibrancy and
economy of the town.
It is envisaged that as these users develop their businesses
and seek larger premises, which are likely to be supplied
by the Work Sheds scheme, when in a position to do so,
allowing new tenants and businesses to take their place
within the Makers Project.
This will enable the tenants to build a sense of community
and networking links and allow for workshop events,
exhibitions etc.... to take place either within the Makers
Project or within the wider Cattle Market redevelopment.

The project will be visible from this approach and short
stay parking will continue to be provided as part of the
evolving development of the site.
Level access will be provided to the project via the
covered main entrance adjacent to the admin hub, with
the Open Workshop also providing a set of secure double
doors for access and egress for large objects.
A secondary access to the immediate east will be
provided via a 1:20 gradient ramp and external steps
which will act as a secondary delivery point and fire
egress route.

The town centre location means that sustainable means
of transport are available by bus and train, whilst being
within walking distance of the town centre services.
Cycling parking and storage is encouraged, whilst
adequate parking will remain within the site as well.
Cycle parking will be provided aspart of the existing
approval for the Worksheds scheme, of which some will
be made available for wider use.
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Scale

6. Scale
Proposed East Elevation

NOTES
Proposed Extent of CLLD Scheme
1 THIS DRAWING IS THE COPYRIGHT OF THE ARCHITECT
AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT LICENCE.
Approx Outline Of
Existing Building To Be
Demolished

2 DO NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING CONSTRUCTION
PURPOSES.

PV Panels

3 ALL DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS ARE TO BE CHECKED ON
SITE BY THE CONTRACTOR BEFORE COMMENCEMENT
OF WORK AND ANY DISCREPANCIES REPORTED TO THE
ARCHITECT.

Ground line to immediate west of proposed site

The proposed scheme is constructed from single storey
containers. A range of container sizes are to be utilised,
all with the same overall height, in 20ft, 10ft and 8ft
modules.

4 NO RESPONSIBILITY CAN BE ACCEPTED FOR ERRORS
ARISING ON SITE DUE TO UNAUTHORISED VARIATIONS
FROM THE ARCHITECTS DRAWINGS.

131.000

The overall height of the development will be
approximately 2.7m high.

5 DRAWINGS ISSUED ELECTRONICALLY MAY LOSE SOME
DETAIL.

NOTES:
Sloping area below CLLD
scheme to provide support and
storage. Block work walls to
prevent access below

Line of existing ground to immediate
east of building - internal floor assumed
to follow same line subject to potential
further survey work

Ramp and stepped access
to side delivery entrance

This drawings contains the following model files:
XXX-PBW-XX-XX-M3-A-0001-Name [S1] [P1]

AMENDMENTS

1

Rev.
No

East Elevation

1
2
3
4

1 : 100

Proposed East Elevation

Rev.
Date

Issued
by

22.01.21
26.01.21
17.02.21
18.02.21

MW
MW
MW
MW

Revision Description
Preliminary Issue
Post Design Workshop Issue
Updated Design Issue
PV Panels Added

Proposed South Elevation

The proposed eastern elevation shows the outline of
the original building to be demolished together with
its overall height and the topography of the land in this
area.

Proposed Extent of CLLD Scheme

Ramp
Access

3

Open
Workshop

Main
Entrance

Admin
Hub

Bin
Store

The Makers Project will have an overall height which
will be lower than the previous buildings ridge line, to
ensure that scale of the development is appropriate to
the setting.

Void below units to be
utilised for secure storage

North Elevation

4

1 : 100

South Elevation
1 : 100

Proposed South Elevation
Canopy Between Open
Workshop and Fab Lab

PRELIMINARY DRAFT
POYNTON BRADBURY WYNTER COLE
Architects Ltd
ATLANTIC STUDIO, TRELYON AVENUE,
ST. IVES, CORNWALL. TR26 2AD
Tel. 01736 792000.
E-Mail: architects@pbwc.co.uk
www.pbwc.co.uk

Bin
Store

5

The adjacent site wide elevation shows the northern
elevations of the Makers Project in context with the
forthcoming approved Work Sheds and Market Canopy
development to the immediate east.

Fab Lab

Sanitary
Facilities

West Elevation

Work Units

Canopy
Entrance

6

1 : 100

Open
Workshop

Storage

Work
Units

Delivery
Access

Bin
Store

0

Long Section Through Building

5

As the project is intended to be temporary and
provided over a 10 year life span. The scale and design
of the development has been carefully considered to
complement the emerging master plan for the site.

10

1 : 100

Scale in Metres

Proposed East Elevation

Work Shed Proposed Building

Project Number:
Market Canopy

3767

Proposed Extent of CLLD Scheme

Project Name:

Liskeard CLLD
SE0032

Title

OPTIONS/SKETCHES - ELEVATIONS
Project

3767 - PBWC - XX - XX - DR - A - 6001
Purpose of Issue

Status

For Information
2

North Elevation - Site

0

10

20

1 : 200

Scale in Metres

40

Revision

S1

P4

Scale

As indicated@A1
Director In Charge

CS

Project Architect Off. Project No.

MW

3767
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Appearance and Materiality

7. Appearance, Materiality & Sustainability
Timber canopy for shading,
shelter and defining inside/
outside space

The external appearance of the units in the context of the
setting, conservation area and wider site development
will be important.
Maintaining the industrial aesthetic whilst also
signposting the temporary nature of the development
will be important.
Simple finishes, contrasting with timber will be effective
to soften the industrial nature of the units in the context.
Roof space gives opportunities for micro generation
through installation of Photovoltaic panels.
The use of dark colours with timber contrast allows
the agricultural theme of the Work Sheds project to be
related too and reflects the history of the site.
Sustainability

Black corrugated external finish with oversail canopy with
timber cladding and LED lighting insets

The flat roof nature of the storage containers will
allow for the provision of photo-voltaic (PV) panels for
electrical micro-generation, helping to lower utility costs
and lower reliance on fossil fuels.
The town centre location will encourage working and
cycling to the site, which is in proximity to other services
and public transport.

Sustainable inputs available to the project include the
provision of photovoltaic panels to the roof scape to
allow for micro-generation inputs

The reuse of the existing building slab will reduce the
amount of excavation and demolition and limit the need
for new cast foundations, further reducing the schemes
carbon footprint.

Grey uPVC Double Glazed
Doors and Windows
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Internal Layouts

8. Internal Layout

The layout of the scheme has been guided by
the reuse of the slab of the existing building,
defining it’s overall width.
The layout of the units forms a hierarchy of
more public and admin spaces to the northern
half and the work units and shared courtyard
to the southern half.
The admin unit will allow the entrance point
to be clearly defined and allow staff to control
public movements where necessary.
The Fab Lab and Open Workshop sit either
side of the main entrance corridor, with a roof
canopy link to allow cross over of the spaces.

The Admin unit will allow
control of the main user
and public access, with the
covered canopy denoting the
entrance.
The Fab Lab and Open
Workshop will have covered
access link to allow interOperability between the
spaces.

Accessible toilet and shower room unit sits
within the central area, adjacent to eight
individual work unit spaces.
Opposite is a secondary access/egress point,
with ramp and steps to allow for deliveries,
loading and escape in the event of fire.
The work unit spaces are 20ft units divided
in two, with a party wall providing sound and
fore separation. A knock out panel will be
installed to allow the spaces to become one
depending on tenant requirements, although
it is envisaged that as the spaces are designed
for start up and micro-business use, the unit
sizes are likely to remain as designed.
Each work unit will be provided with a sink
and electric heater, together with windows for
natural light and air.

The developed layout of the
Makers Project has followed
the process of providing a
central courtyard with Work
Units surrounding it, with
the more public spaces and
access to the northern half of
the scheme.

The indicative layout of the
Work Units is shown here,
providing potential space for
desks and workbenches, as
well as providing sinks and
natural light and ventilation.

The courtyard around the work units is
intended to be a informal shared space that
can be utilised for events and provide weather
protection by way of a wrap around canopy to
the perimeter.
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9. Site 3Ds

Site 3D Images
The adjacent 3D images are the design development
images produced for the second design workshop
undertaken with Liskeard Town Council.
The purpose of the images were to give a representation
of the scale of the building, with the Work Sheds scheme
and Market canopy outlined in the background in
massing form.
The 3D images show the intended use of the existing
finish to the storage container units, fitted with dark blue
window frames and offset with natural treated timber for
the entrance canopy and bin store area.
The lower image is a view emerging from the main
entrance, looking into the shared courtyard area with
the Fab lab to the immediate right and Open Workshop
to the left and showing how the two spaces can have a
link by complementary doubles doors facing each other
with a covered canopy.
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10. Planning - Pre-application Feedback
Pre-application Feedback
A pre-application enquiry was submitted under
PA20/01799/PREAPP on 12th October 2020 for advice on
the development of a temporary container solution on
the Liskeard Cattle Market site to provide facilities for the
creative industries sector.

- Provide a new pedestrian link to the rear of Rosedean Ground Conditions
House Surgery
The pre-app feedback assumes that the containers would
- Improve access for vehicles and pedestrians along simply sit of the existing surface. If the development
Fairpark Road
involves any excavation/footings, the archaeological
impacts will need to be considered. This was an issue
Written feedback was received on 18th November 2020. - Maintain access to adjacent properties, and
raised and considered under PA20/02028 for the
approval of the Cattle Market scheme.
Within the feedback, the case officer highlighted the - Retain sufficient parking to contribute to the needs
following points:
of the town centre and meet the requirements of the Community Infrastructure Levy
proposed development, and
Liskeard Neighbourhood Development Plan
CIL will be chargeable on this development and will be
3. Provide super fast fibre connections, or ducting to calculated in pounds per square metre on net additional
It was noted that the NDP was made and includes for facilitate such connections
increase in internal floor space.
a specific policy (TC4) which seeks to enable proposals
for the regeneration of the site and recognises the 4. Include a full historic environment impact assessment Clarity needed on this with regards to CIL charging
fundamental importance of the site to the development to inform the design process, as detailed in NDP policies schedule
of Liskeard and the key role it can play in taking Liskeard TC 3, 8-12, and the Cornwall Local Plan Policy 24.
forward as a ‘modern market town’.
The proposed scheme was noted to accord with the
The reuse of the site must recognise the importance of wider aims for the Cattle Market as set out in policy TC4. Community Engagement
the site and seek to replace the wider benefits of the
Market’s presence which have been lost through its Clarity was sought on time-scales and whether Discussions are recommended with Local Council
decline and closure.
the development would be subject to a temporary and Divisional Member to gauge their opinion on the
permission, i.e. 5 year temporary consent and any future proposals.
Support through the NDP will be given where proposals application should provide further details on this, as
demonstrate,
although the storage container design is low key, the Conclusion
prominent town centre setting, within a conservation
1. That the proposals be of a scale and character area, means that permanent siting of the containers Taken from the Pre-app feedback:
appropriate to Liskeard and reflect the sense of place is unlikely to be acceptable unless supported by
and preserve or enhance the historic character of and compelling justification.
‘Overall and subject to the development being temporary
setting associated with the site
this application proposes an exciting short term facility
Parking
for the town which would deliver economic and social
2. Maintain and improve the permeability of pedestrian
benefits and accord with the wider aims for the Cattle
routes through/across the site which:
It is acknowledged that the development would lead Market’s redevelopment.
to some loss of parking spaces - any future application
- Link to and from the main shopping area of the town
should address this issue and outline the impact on
Connect to Dean Street and Barras St/Windsor Place via parking spaces and any mitigation measures where
Market Approach
feasible and appropriate.
-Retain connectivity to the existing Liskerrett Centre
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11. Liskeard Neighbourhood Development Plan
The Liskeard Neighbourhood Development The NDP also sets an agenda to create ‘A place
Plan (NDP) was published in 2018 and sets out to meet, shop and do business’
the aims and goals for the area until 2030.
The Aims of the NDP are broadened to sustain
Of the aims of the NDP, under ‘A Place to Work and enhance Liskeard’s modern market
and Learn’ the core centres around:
town centre as a vibrant, lively and friendly
community service centre and shopping
- Attracting high quality employment, and facility for its residents and the surrounding
training facilities, to meet the needs of business communities as well as promoting the town
and the working age population
as a welcoming and friendly destination for
visitors with its strategic placement between
- Ensure the long-term sustainability of sea and moor and excellent road and public
Liskeard as a thriving, prosperous place and transport links to the rest of the country.
modern market town
Supporting Liskeard as a Cornish town centre
- Provide high quality services to local residents which is proud of its history, and is also forward
and the surrounding rural communities
thinking and ready to meet the challenges of
the 21st century.
Objective 1 supports the promotion of quality
employment growth and Objective 2 looks Policy TC4 focuses on the Cattle Market and
to build on existing viable businesses which recognises it’s fundamental importance to the
provide local employment opportunities and a development of liskeard as a place and the key
range of services for both the people living in part it could play in achieving the aim to take
the town and surrounding area.
Liskeard forward as a ‘modern market town’.
The Makers Project plugs into that thread of
the intent under the Neighbourhood Development
Plan and its place within the wider site
redevelopment already moving forward under
a) - Working with Cornwall council to locate the Work Shed’s approval and the ongoing
suitable start-up premises and via funding wider site master plan work.
agencies to attract new businesses to form a
co-operative work-space
Objective 4 of the NDP looks at
establishment of an innovation hub by-

b) - Sponsorship and grant aid to support local
enterprises and university/college links
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12. Statement of Community Involvement & Conclusion
Statement of Community Involvement
The project has undertaken a number of
design workshops with Liskeard Town Council
and user groups.
The workshops undertaken were to align the
project with the wider design charette process
which helped to inform the Work Shed scheme
and will form part of the ongoing wider site
strategy.
An initial design workshop was undertaken on
the 15th December 2020 in an online format.
During that workshop, discussions were
undertaken regarding the proposed location
of the development within the context of the
wider cattle market site.
In addition, an initial look at the proposed
relationship of the unit spaces was commenced
at that workshop. The location of the admin
block and relationship of the Fab Lab and Open
Workshops were discussed.
Following the workshop, Liskeard Town
Council agreed to the preferred location of the
development, being on the north half of the
XXXX building to be demolished.
Following this, the scheme was worked up into
a preliminary set of designs which were then
discussed at a second online design workshop
on the 25th January 2021.

Online article from Cornish
Times website 5th February 2021

Following this workshop, a news article was
placed in the Cornish Times outlining the
project to the wider public. This was published
online on 5th February 2021.
On the 12th February 2021 a final design
workshop was undertaken with the design
committee of Liskeard Town Council as well as
representatives of Plymouth Fab Lab, Krowji
in Redruth and various potential incoming
stakeholders working in the immediate vicinity.
Following the workshops the design has been
finalised for planning submission, incorporating
the views and input from members of the
design workshops.

Design development drawings issued after the second
online design workshop with
Liskeard Town Council

Conclusion
NOTES

The proposed design follows a series of design
iterations with input from Liskeard Town
Council members and users of similar spaces.

1 THIS DRAWING IS THE COPYRIGHT OF THE ARCHITECT
AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT LICENCE.
2 DO NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING CONSTRUCTION
PURPOSES.
3 ALL DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS ARE TO BE CHECKED ON
SITE BY THE CONTRACTOR BEFORE COMMENCEMENT
OF WORK AND ANY DISCREPANCIES REPORTED TO THE
ARCHITECT.
4 NO RESPONSIBILITY CAN BE ACCEPTED FOR ERRORS
ARISING ON SITE DUE TO UNAUTHORISED VARIATIONS
FROM THE ARCHITECTS DRAWINGS.
5 DRAWINGS ISSUED ELECTRONICALLY MAY LOSE SOME
DETAIL.

NOTES:
This drawings contains the following model files:
XXX-PBW-XX-XX-M3-A-0001-Name [S1] [P1]

The development will create much needed
micro-units for local makers and traders and
provide a community aspect within the site.
The single storey scale of the units will fit
appropriately within the context of the existing
and developing site and be a welcome part of
the ongoing redevelopment of the site to play
an economic role with the town.

AMENDMENTS
Rev.
No
1

4

Precedent Images
1 : 1000

Dark painted shipping containers with natural wood contrast to reflect the materials and
colours intended for the Work Sheds and Market Canopy buildings

2

Revision Description
Post Design Workshop Issue

Rev.
Date

Issued
by

26.01.21

MW

Internal view from entrance, looking towards work units and covered courtyard

3D View 3

PRELIMINARY DRAFT
POYNTON BRADBURY WYNTER COLE
Architects Ltd

In this workshop, the need for waste storage,
visibility from the admin unit, definition of the
materials and colour scheme to be utilised and
toilet provision were all highlighted.

1

3D View 1

ATLANTIC STUDIO, TRELYON AVENUE,
ST. IVES, CORNWALL. TR26 2AD
Tel. 01736 792000.
E-Mail: architects@pbwc.co.uk
www.pbwc.co.uk

Preliminary Sketch Ground level view of work space units with massing of Work Sheds and
Market Canopy in background.

Project Number:

3767

Project Name:

Liskeard CLLD

Title

Following this workshop, the design was
updated to reflect the comments raised by the
workshop attendees and reissued for comment.

3

Proposed 3D Isometric

Preliminary Sketch Isometic view of work space units in context with Work Sheds and Market Canopy buildings.

DESIGN WORKSHOP 2 IMAGES
Project

3767 - 6002
Purpose of Issue

Status

For Information

Revision

S1

Scale

1 : 1000@A1
Director In Charge

CS

Project Architect Off. Project No.

MW

3767
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